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Summer Answers
1: 7 walkabouts. Move Alice as 
far clockwise as possible, that 
is, 3 places. Subsequently, Hare 
moves clockwise 6, followed by 
Doormouse 9, Hatter 12, Alice 9, 
Hare 6, and finally Doormouse 3. 
Three other clockwise variants are 
possible, depending upon which 
character goes first. There are 
four counter-clockwise options, 
complementary to the clockwise 
solutions.

2: Denmark defeated Canada by
a score of 1-0. The Danes conceded
the fewest number of goals. In
order for the goals scored
constraint to be upheld, the
Argentina-Canada match and the 
Belgium-Denmark match must 
end with identical scores, and the 
teams in the Belgium-Canada 
match each score two more than 
the teams in the Argentina-
Denmark match.

3: 1/9. Let A and B denote the 
location of the two points chosen 
at random. The function f(A,B) in 
the diagram (in the next column) 
with six distinct regions defines the 
length of the shortest segment. 
The expected value of the shortest
segment can be calculated by 
integrating f(A,B) over both A and B 
on the unit square. Instead of doing 
the actual integration, notice that 
the value of the function around 
the perimeter and along the diag-
onal is zero. Each region defines a 
flat surface with a maximum value 
of ⅓; defining two irregular tetra-
hedra, one on the upper left, the 
other on the bottom right. The vol-
ume of an irregular tetrahedron is 
⅓ (base)(height). Each has volume 
= ⅓(½)(⅓) = 1/18, for combined 
volume of 2 * 1/18 = 1/9

In general, given n segments from 
a line of unit length as defined by 
n-1 random points, the expected
value of the rth smallest segment 
is (1/n) Σj=1(1/(n-j+1)).
So for r=1, and two random points 
(i.e. n=3), the expected value is
1/n2 = 1/9.

4: 521/108. The maximum score 
for 8 games is 24, so there are only 
four ways to achieve a score of 22 
or more:
• all eight games drawn p = 10-8

• seven draws and one home win 
p = C(8,1) x 4 x 10-8 = 32 x 10-8

• seven draws and one visitor win 
p = C(8,1) x 5 x 10-8 = 40 x 10-8

• seven draws and two visitor wins
p = C(8,2) x 42 x 10-8 = 28 x 16 x 
10-8 = 448 x 10-8

for a sum of (1 + 32 + 40 + 448) x 
10-8  = 521 x 10-8

5: 4-79, 9-53, 16-97, 25-89,
 36-73 49-71, 64-83.

Results From
Spring

Perfect Scores
*Capelli, Ronald B.  MI Γ   ’73
  Couillard, J. Gregory  IL Α   ’89
*Gibbs, Kenneth P.  MO Γ   ’76
*Gulian, Franklin J.  DE Α   ’83
    Gulian, Joseph D.   Son of member
*Kimsey, David B.  AL Α   ’71
*Norris, Thomas G.  OK Α   ’56
*Slegel, Timothy J.  PA Α   ’80

Other
  Alexander, Jay A.  IL Γ   ’86
  Bannister, Kenneth A. PA Β   ’82
  Bertrand, Richard M.  WI Β   ’73
  Edel, Kentworth M.   AZ Α   ’83
  Flores, Christopher  NY Ξ   ’22 
*Gaston, Charles A.  PA Β   ’61
*Griggs Jr., James L.  OH Α   ’56
  Harvey, Arthur J.  OH Α   ’83
  Hitz, Steven G.  WI Γ   ’76
  Johnson, Mark C.  IL Α   ’00
  Johnson, Roger W.  MN Α   ’79
  McHenry, S. Dale  MO Β   ’81
  Mitchell, Mike K.  AZ Α   ’75
  Munsil, Wesley E.  CA Β   ’71
  Parks, Christopher J.  NY Γ   ’82
  Riedesel, Jeremy M.  OH Β   ’96
  Schmidt, V. Hugo  WA Β   ’51
  Schwam, Susan E.  WA Α   ’88
    Schwam, Freely   Spouse of member
    Smith, Scott     Non-member
  Schweitzer, Robert W. NY Ζ   ’52
  Spong, Robert N.  UT Α   ’58
  Spring, Gary S.  MA Ζ   ’82
*Strong, Michael D.  PA Α   ’84
  Szostek, Renee  MI Α   ’87
*Upshur, John I.  VA Α   ’83
  Voellinger, Edward J.     Non-member
  Zison, Stanley W.  CA Θ   ’83

*Denotes correct bonus solution

BR AIN
TICKLERS

Spring Review
Responses to the first five prob-
lems were surprisingly consistent. 
The number of responses and the 
percentage of correct responses 
were reasonably similar across the 
numbered problems.
The most popular problem by a 
small margin was number 3 (Find 
the Ace).
The judges had predicted that 
member solutions to problem 4 
(Trammel Curve) would fall into 
either of two forms. Members
submitted several additional
interesting (and equally correct) 
forms.
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DOUBLE BONUS:  $99,500 
for the entire group. Each contes-
tant counts the number of red hats 
they see in front of them, and keeps 
track of the number of “red” guesses 
they hear from behind them. If the 
sum of the two values is even, they 
guess “red,” otherwise, they guess 
“blue.” The first contestant has a 
50-50 chance of being correct, but 
every other contestant will guess 
correctly. For each of the N
contestants, the expected winnings 
is $1,000x(2N - 1)/2N.

New Fall Problems
1: Order of Merit
A, B, C, D, E all know their own 
places in an order of merit (no ties) 
and B also knows D’s place. First 
place is best.
A: ‘I was not second.’
B: ‘I was two places better than D.’
C overheard these remarks and 
on the evidence of what he knew 
about their characters, came to the 
conclusion that one of them was 
true and the other false. (He was 
quite right.)
After a pause for reflection, C
announced that he could write 
down the complete order of merit 
of all five of them. He did so, and he 
was quite right. With the additional
information that C was not 5th, 
what is the complete order of 
merit?

—Brain Puzzler’s Delight
by E.R. Emmet

2: Doors
Uncle Don’s bungalow is well
endowed with doors (letters in
figure), as you can see. He locks 
them each night to keep out things 
that go bump. He would dearly love 
to do it by passing through each 
door just once and locking it behind 
him, so as to finish safely locked 
up in his bedroom. Alas, it cannot 
be done. But it could be if he had 
one of the doors nailed shut. Which 
one?

—A Tantalizer by Martin Hollis
 in New Scientist

3: Darts
Consider a dart board made up of 
four little circles of radius 1 inside 
a large circle of radius 2. The four 
little circles meet at the origin, 
which is the center of the large 
circle. The centers of the little
circles are on the four axes. The 
area in question is outside of all 
little circles, but inside the large 
circle.
George has trained his pet monkey 
to throw darts at the area in ques-
tion. Although the monkey always 
hits the board, his dart just lands at 
a random point on the board. What 
is the exact probability that his dart 
will land in the area in question? 
Assume that the probability that a 
dart will land in a given area is pro-
portional to the ratio of that area to 
the total area of the board.

—based on a Puzzle Corner
by Allen Gottlieb in
Technology Review

4: Balance the Die
The die in question is of the ordi-
nary kind; on the hidden faces, 6 
lies opposite 1, 4 opposite 3, and 2 
opposite 5. But it doesn’t roll true. 
The dots marking the numbers 
are little gold spheres on the faces 
of the die, and their weight tends 
to make the larger numbers end 
up at the bottom when the die is 
rolled. The existing dots are either 
at the center of a face, or half way 
between the center and an edge or 
vertex and are symmetric about the 
center of a face.

BONUS:  9.844 inches.
The polyhedron that forms a tradi-
tionally constructed soccer ball is 
called a regular truncated icosa-
hedron. When inflated, assume 
that each of the 30 edges where 
two hexagons meet lies on a great 
circle of radius R. 
Consider an edge on the poly-
hedron where one of the regular 
pentagons meets one of the regular 
hexagons. The length L of the
common edge is given as L = 2’’; 
let M be the midpoint of the edge 
and point V (either) one of the 
endpoints, so MV has length L / 2. 
Call P and H the centers of those 
adjacent polygons comprising the 
pentagon-hexagon pair. 

A spherical triangle is formed by 
points P, H, and V. The angle PHV
at the center of the hexagon equals 
2π / 12 = π / 6. The angle   HPV at 
the center of the pentagon equals 
2π / 10 = π / 5. The altitude MV from 
side HP has length 1’’.
Let α be the angle subtended by arc 
MV from the polyhedron’s center.
From angles   MVP and   MVH in 
spherical triangles MPV and MHV, 
we know that
cos(π / 5) = cos(α) sin(   MVP) 
cos(π / 6) = cos(α) sin(   MVH) 
and at vertex V, since the adjacent 
hexagon-hexagon edge is on a 
great circle,
π =   MVP + 2  MVH. 
Given that cos(π / 5) = (1 + √5) / 4 
and cos(π / 6) = √3 / 2, and solving 
for α, we get α = arccos(√(18 / (21 
- √5)))  =  .20317. The ball’s radius 
is therefore R = (L / 2) / α, so the 
diameter is given by 2R = L / α =
L / .20317 = 9.844” 

Continued on page 39
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Different letters are different 
digits; same letter is same digit 
everywhere; and assume the 
calculations are in base 10.

—D.A. Dechman, TX Α ’57

BONUS:
Consider a 2N by 2N square grid 
of lattice points (so an odd number 
of little squares), where adjacent 
points (horizontally or vertically) 
are connected by 1 ohm resistors.
A 1 volt battery is connected 
between the diagonally opposite 
points of the middle square. How 
much current flows from the bat-
tery for the cases of N=1, 2, and 3? 

—F.J. Tydeman, CA ∆ ’73

COMPUTER BONUS:
What is the largest prime that 
contains no repeated digits, that 
is, none of the digits 0 to 9 is used 
more than once?

—Prime Numbers, the Most 
Mysterious Figures in Math 

by David Wells

Fall Problems  Continued

I have some spare little gold 
spheres, and I want to “balance 
the die” (same number of spheres 
on each face; ignore center of 
gravity) by gluing them at suitable 
vertices or mid-edges. Naturally, 
I want to use as few as possible. 
And I should like (if it doesn’t cost 
me any extra spheres) to put one 
at vertex 1/4/5 (that one counts as 
adding one sphere to each of faces 
1, 4, and 5).
Where should I glue them on? (For 
convenience, call the mid-edge 
between faces 4 and 5 “4/5”, the 
vertex surrounded by faces 1, 4, 
and 5 “1/4/5”, and so on.) All gold 
spheres are the same size. At 
most, one sphere may be placed
at any given spot.

—An Enigma by Stephen Ainley
in New Scientist 

5: Cryptic Division 
Solve the following cryptic division 
in which TWELVE is divisible by 12.
 TWELVE / SIX = TWO

Email your answers (plain text 
only) to any or all of the Fall Brain 
Ticklers to
or by postal mail to Dylan Lane, 
Tau Beta Pi, P.O. Box 2697, 
Knoxville, TN 37901-2697. 
The method of solution is not 
necessary. The Computer Bonus 
is not graded. Where possible, 
exact answers are preferable to 
approximations. The cutoff date 
for entries to the Fall column is 
the appearance of the Winter Bent
which typically arrives in early 
January (the digital distribution is 
several days earlier). We welcome 
any interesting problems that 
might be suitable for the column. 
Dylan will forward your entries to 
the judges who are J.C. Rasbold,
OH Α ’83; J.R. Stribling, CA Α ’92; 
G.M. Gerken, CA Η ’11; and the 
columnist for this issue,

— F.J. Tydeman, CA ∆ ’73

BrainTicklers@tbp.org
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BETA  WI Β 
Sipek, Charles Benedict, ‘42, April 27, 2002.
Schimmels, Thomas J., ‘51, Jan. 21, 2014.
Varish Jr., George Paul, ‘51, Jan. 10, 2018.
Ehr, Donald Gerald, ‘52, January 30, 2016.
Peterson, James Harold, ‘57, Feb. 17, 2021.
Niggemann, Richard E., ‘60, May 3, 2022.
Widera, George E. Otto, ‘60, Feb. 11, 2022.
Bennett, Craig Charles, ‘65, Feb. 28, 2008.
Petersen, Clifford Warin, ‘70, June 17, 2005.
WYOMING 
ALPHA  WY Α 
Wing, Wayman C., ‘47, April 29, 2020.

CHAPTER
ETERNAL
Continued from page 37

Tennessee Alpha ‘42
Samuel E. Beall Jr.
April 8, 2022
Worked on the Manhattan Project building 
the atomic bomb, at ORNL helping to
assemble the graphic graphite reactor,
and at Hanford Washington Nuclear Plant.
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Jonathan F.K. Earle, Ph.D., P.E., FL Α ’65, passed away
on June 2, 2022, at the age of 82. He was born in Goodwill,
St. James, Jamaica and emigrated to the United States to 
attend the University of Florida (UF), where he earned his 
master’s and Ph.D. degrees in engineering.
 He joined the UF faculty department of agricultural & 
biological engineering in 1987, was later promoted to associate 
dean, and when he retired in 2007 was awarded the title of 
Associate Dean Emeritus. 

 He joined ΤΒΠ in 1994 as an eminent engineer and from 2006-14 served on 
the Executive Council. He was one of the founders of the STEM program (Gator 
TRAX) at UF and subsequently helped start the national K-12 MindSET Program 
with ΤΒΠ that has helped prepare thousands of students for a STEM career. 
Throughout his life, he won numerous awards, accolades, and recognitions. The 
culmination of his life’s work occurred in 2007 when he was called to the White 
House where he received the National Science Foundation Presidential Award of 
Excellence in Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Mentoring from President 
George W. Bush.
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